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It’s been forever since I made one of these things.
If you’ve been following the stuff I do for a while,
you might know that I used to put all the articles I
did for a month in one handy PDF if anyone cared
for that stuff. However, I ended up dropping off of
that for a variety of reasons.
One reason being that I wanted these things to look
better. I sort of wanted these PDFs to be a
magazine-type thing and wanted them to look
more engaging than me simply just pasting in
screenshots and text in Microsoft Word. It’s only
recently did I realize that I have Office Publisher,
which could make those dreams come true.
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And so, these PDF collections are back and I’m
picking up where I left off with September. It
might take me a while to catch up to the current
stuff for Indie Hell Zone, but it’ll get me more
used to this program!

- Dari “scitydreamer,” who should probably make
a proper avatar at some point
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JISEI

A drifter wakes up from a nap in a coffee shop,
suddenly feeling ill. As he heads to the
restroom, he stumbles upon the body of a dead
woman. His sickness is connected to this, as
for whatever reason, he can sense whenever
somebody nearby dies and he can feel what
victims felt in their last moments. In feeling
her last moments, he discovers that the woman
had not died in a way that the crime scene
suggests, adding to the mystery that begins to
unfold.
When this was originally written, I had a huge
visual novel kick from playing the Zero
Escape series, which led me to checking out
Jisei. Jisei is published under Sakevisual, the
writing by Ayu Sakata, art by M. Beatriz
Garcia, music by Marc Conrad Tabula and a
bunch of other fellas providing voice work.
The game normally goes for an asking price of
$9.99. However, I got the game for $6.99 as
part of a temporary sale where the proceeds
would be donated to Hurricane Harvey
recovery efforts.
After the body is discovered, everyone is told
to stay at the coffee shop by a Detective
Gurski until the police formally arrive. In the
meantime, the protagonist is stuck as the most
likely suspect. I mean, in all fairness, what did
he expect? Like yeah buddy, you have the
power to feel somebody's dying moments, but
that doesn't mean you should go around
touching dead bodies without telling anyone
that there even is one. I'm sure that refusing to
tell the investigating detective your name also
doesn’t help your case, my dude.

But, Detective Gurski is understanding and asks for the protagonist's cooperation in investigating if he
wants to clear his name. And by cooperate, he actually means that the protagonist should do the investigating, since he's the main character and all. Which is ridiculous, considering that Gurski's introductory scene
has him establishing himself as an extremely competent detective; why he just takes a backseat while you
do all the investigating is ridiculous.
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You spend much of the game consulting Detective
Gurski and gathering information from the other
characters. There's the barista Chance, college boy
Kizaki and working woman Miss Bergstrom. You
get information from them and report back to the
detective, the detective suggests how to follow up on
that, you get more information and so-on. As the
story progresses, like any proper mystery, everyone
starts to seem more suspicious with no solid alibi and
possible motives revealing themselves. There's even
a bad ending that you can get at a certain dialogue
option that will really mislead you - this bad ending
is also properly explained in the game's epilogue, so
it's a good red herring without it being wildly out of
place.

ending, it feels like something that'd be covered in
the sequel, Kansei, but leaving the nature of the
protagonist's power up to a sequel hook leaves a lot
to be desired.
In fact, I would say that a lot of the visual novel feels
incomplete. You don't learn too much about the other
characters aside from what they reveal in exposition
and there isn't really any flavor text outside of your
railroaded questioning. You don't even know enough
about you, because aside from the supernatural stuff,
there's very little details on the protagonist. You
don't even learn his name, which is kinda ridiculous.

That leads me to the game's most glaring flaw: it's
just too short. The game's about an hour long - and
that's if you're listening to all the voice acting.
A thing that bothers me about the story is how it
Normally, I'm not too finicky about the price-time
treats the more supernatural aspects of it. The story investment ratio for games. However, that's usually
doesn't dwell too much on the protagonist's powers, because I usually find the short amount of time spent
only being given brief mentions after the beginning satisfying. As I said, I found the story to be lacking,
of the game. For a power that's followed him for
which makes the game's shortness feel like much
much of his life and part of the game's very premise,
more of a problem. If it were longer, I'd imagine that
you'd expect more information about it. Given the
the story would be more fleshed out.
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What I don't have a problem with is the art. The character portraits look nice and I appreciate that they're
distinct from each other. Kizaki's personally my favorite, but then again, I'm biased for nervous boys. While
there aren't a lot of backgrounds, they generally look nice and I appreciate the detail that goes into them. I
especially love the coffee shop, it just looks so nice and welcoming - it really makes me want to enjoy a
nice cup. The game generally has a very bright and colorful look that's nice to look at, though some would
argue that the looks aren't befitting of a murder mystery; I would argue back that the story doesn't have the
tension to necessitate a darker look, as the story even acknowledges that the characters are in no further
danger after the body was found.
I'm kinda mixed about the game's voice work. I generally considered the voice acting alright, with Chance's
as my favorite while the mysterious voice that comes to the protagonist's aid is my least favorite. My
problem with the voice acting mainly lies in delivery. There are moments when characters are acting careful
and hesitant, but they deliver their lines faster than you'd expect their behavior to indicate; a lot of delivery
feels rather brisk, actually.
The game's accompanied by some music, much of it very piano-focused, with one track of unsettling
ambient noise that's appropriately used for scenes dealing with the body. I wouldn't say that the soundtrack
is memorable, but it creates a nice atmosphere for your investigations. It really does add to the presentation
of the game, helping establish the presentation as the game's strongest suit.
The presentation of Jisei? Pretty good. The story? Ehh. And that's not really something I should be "ehh"
about. I get the feeling that a lot of unanswered stuff is answered in Jisei's sequels, but there isn't enough
content to act as a sufficient hook to see those answers. Maybe the sequels improve in this area? I don't
know. I normally try to be positive on this blog, but in spite of the game's presentation, I'd have to give Jisei
a pass.

REFLECTION:
This is one of the few negative
reviews I have on Indie Hell
Zone. I normally try to be more
positive, since a lot of games
media is full of cynicism and
snark. However, I guess I’m
more critical of things when I
actually spend money on it? At
the very least however, the
money went to a good cause.
$6.99 has also become the
normal price of the game since
then, so if you’ve thought about
getting it anyway, it’s got a
better deal.
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FLOWER PARK
NOTE:
This and the next two games were a part of the “Some Happy Games” article. I forget why I wanted to
look up happy games. Probably stress. But I’m always stressed now so whatever.

Flower Park is by Noxlof and HarleyGlitch, a short game made in two weeks. You play as a little girl
born from a seed, tasked with helping the kind animals of flower park in hopes of saving it.
The game consists of a few screens where you run around, picking up and carrying stuff to reach the
game's end goal. You meet up with a local resident of the park and they'll ask you to do a real easy task.
Get it done and they happily thank you. It's just a sort of easygoing game with nothing to really worry
about. While it lacks difficulty, it makes up for it with good vibes that the animals give and the music, a
pleasant dreamy tune that I feel wouldn't be out-of-place in Animal Crossing.
The game looks nice and bright, reflecting the mood of the game. I especially love the visual effect of
things in the game swaying, including the text boxes. It gives off this feeling of a nice easygoing breeze
going through the park, a fine beautiful day. It's real short and simple, but the experience was delightful.
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MORNING POST

Another delightful game is MORNING POST, by
the appropriately named HappySnakeGames. You
play as a kindly mail person and you're here to bring
the good news: the good news of smiles and can-do
attitudes.

music they made for the game feels distinct with its
odd instruments, using slap bass and cat meows as
part of its melody. The music itself is already good
but its instruments kinda keeps it in ear worm
territory for me.

You drive up to a house, the surroundings offering
you the best grins as you head on to deliver the mail.
You can rapidly toss out smiling envelopes with left
clicks, spreading joy around the household that has a
strange amount of people in it. Watch it collide with
the face of a local resident and fall off, person and
letter continuing to smile through it all. Is there a
reason to actually give out the mail? Aside from
watching it hit people in the face, not really.

The game also has an updated version that adds a
gray cat named Shiva in every area that doesn’t do
anything. That seems to pretty much be it. But dang,
what a nice cat.

MORNING POST is effectively a short walk-around
game with no goals, but it's one with a positive
attitude. Take a few minutes to admire the bright
looks of the game. The visual style feels like a
colorful world made up of a kid's drawings, like
you're wandering around the idyllic world of some
early morning kid cartoon.
I also draw special attention to the music track that
plays. The music is made by @hey_zack_ and the
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HOT DATE

People sometimes find happiness in more specific
ways. Like maybe you find happiness in love. Or
maybe you find joy in small animals. You can have
the best of both worlds with the pug-dating
simulator, Hot Date. This Unity game is by George
Batchelor (an almost fitting last name) with music
by Levi Pack.
You play as somebody (probably another dog) on
the speed dating circuit, meeting up with pink pugs.
A clock ticks down in the background, a full
revolution ending your good time. Well, the date
might not go so hot, but you'll have fun.

You spend every session asking your date a bunch
of questions. You can ask the ordinary date
questions, like what they like to do in their free
time. You can also ask ridiculous questions like
their belief in minotaurs or if they'd like to live in
space. The pug's answers are random, so one dog
may love that you have an amphibian collection
while another gets embarrassed by your very
existence. The date goes on as Levi Pack's frantic
beat plays in the background, creating this odd sort

of tension that's strangely funny to me as you get
dunked on by a dog. Sure, the dogs might insult
you, but it's hilarious instead of disheartening since
they're, you know, dogs.
There's a lot of questions to ask and reactions from
your date vary, so it's worth playing a bunch of
times.

REFLECTION:
Out of the set of happy games, Hot Date was
definitely my favorite, though the styles of the
other two games were very much up my alley.
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#21: The World

A bunch of television screens flicker before you,
erratic and colorful. You try to do something but
a masked figure comes from the side to cover
your view. Next thing you know, you're thrust
into reality, from the perspective of somebody
walking into a room. In an instant, you're in a
false version of the room, real life pictures
turning into jpegs, the bed becoming a model of
a bed. How do you leave this room? Just interact
with anything in it and prepare to be taken
deeper into the surreal world.

based on the Windows experience. The game is
heavily inspired by LSD: Dream Emulator, the
cult classic PS1 game where you explore
dreams. It is also heavily based on the dev's own
dream diary that they kept for many years,
reflecting how LSD got its own basis.

#21: The World is a Unity game by lsddev. It's a
game I've been sitting on for a while, as I've
been waiting for it to update so that I can get a
more proper look at it. It's available for
Windows and Mac users, though this look-over's
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You'll always start each gameplay session in the previously described room. Approaching an object and
left-clicking on it interacts with it, acting as a teleport. While LSD: Dream Emulator seemingly teleported
you to random places upon collision with any surface, the objects that act as a transport and the places
they bring you to seems to be fixed. The corner of the room where games and figurines are kept, for
instance, will always bring you to a mall. That being said, there are different variations on events and the
places that you could go to. For example, there's a church area in the game that, in one instance, had
angels floating at the entrance, another instance where the pews and all signs of life had disappeared and
there was one visit where the church was rearranged to look like the Cathedral of Shadows from Shin
Megami Tensei: Nocturne.
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A thing that I appreciate about The World is the variety in moods that the game always gives off. If
you're a regular reader, you'll remember that time I played a bunch of stuff for a fangame jam for Yume
Nikki, fellow cult classic dream exploration game. While I thought a lot of them were neat, a majority of
them conveyed this general feeling of loneliness with little variety, which had me fatigued; it's kind of a
problem I have with a lot of Yume Nikki fangames, actually. The World however offers a lot to see.
Some areas are peaceful dreamlike adventures where you walk through somewhere quiet and desolate,
while others have much more going on, such as the mall area with its busy atmosphere created with muzak set against the noise of a crowd as colorful silhouettes of people pass you by. Only a few areas
could really be described as nightmarish (that baby...), while a few areas are actually kinda silly, such as
one place that straight up plays Vocaloid music. It's this variety that helps keep the game interesting and
engaging to explore, as things never really felt "same-y" to me.
Variety of moods aside, there's a surprising amount of stuff to see in this game. There's a lot of worlds
to explore and a lot of events to see, a good amount of it being hidden off, especially with regards to the
different variants areas can have. To put things into perspective, the game's page challenges you to look
for a cow model dressed up in a Reese's Puffs texture, which should stick out like a thumb. Either I'm
blind or bad at exploring, because I still haven't found this damn cow after a few hours of playing.
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A thing from LSD: Dream
Emulator that I don't think is
mentioned enough is that some
dream days were dedicated to
bizarre cutscenes. The World
manages to carry that torch in this
game, cutscene sequences
occasionally appearing after an
area transition. Much of the
cutscenes are live-action, which
ironically comes off as rather alien
compared to the general aesthetics
of the game. These cutscenes are
somewhat grainy, which still
conveys a dreamlike charm to the
whole experience. My favorite one
is probably the one pictured to the
left, which is a recording of a screen playing a tape where the creator and an accomplice rock the fuck
out.
I'm not exactly sure what triggers these cutscenes. Maybe they're based on how many times you've
transitioned to different areas. The one I mentioned always triggers upon interacting with a certain
object, so maybe some cutscenes have specific conditions to be met. Maybe they're just random.
Regardless, they sure keep you on your toes.
#21: The World is an interesting look at somebody's dreams, a surreal adventure with lots to see and
perhaps more to come. I definitely feel that people that are into LSD: Dream Emulator - or anyone that
likes indie exploration games, for that matter - will be delighted to play this game.

REFLECTION:
The game has actually updated a few
times since I last checked it out, so if
you’re reading this now, there’s now
more stuff to find. Really hoping to find
the time to check this out again.
The creator also made an alpha demo of
#19: The Sun, an action game spin-off. I
tried playing it but it didn’t run very well
on my computer. :(
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SOMA SPIRITS: REBALANCE

The world of Soma was once ruled by the Sun King, who became mad with power. The spirits, Form and
Dissonance, stepped in to stop him and the resulting conflict led to Soma being split into two realms: the
World of Joy and the World of Sorrow. The worlds are looked over by the guardian spirits, Heart and
Soul, who are called into action as the balance holding the worlds together begin to shift.
Soma Spirits: Rebalance is an RPG Maker game by Torch60. Rebalance is an expansion of Soma Spirits
that's up for commercial release on Steam for $4.99. However, you can still download the original version
of the game for free at rpgmaker.net. It lacks the additions and the refinements that Rebalance has, but it's
still good in its own right.
You spend the entire game playing as the cheerful yet oblivious Heart and the easily annoyed yet caring
Soul. As the spirits in charge of maintaining Soma, they go on a quest to either shift Soma entirely toward
one of the extremes or to maintain the balance. The spirit Form opens up ways to new areas, where they
must seek out troubled people to ease their sorrow for the sake of joy - or to take their joy to maintain
sorrow.
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A thing that I like about the story is
how the World of Sorrow and
Dissonance - the other spirit that
occasionally tries to impede you - is
approached. In an ordinary game,
Dissonance's plan to create a world
without joy would be seen as
downright evil. In fact, just look at
the guy on the title screen, his
appearance just screams "villain."
While he still kinda is, Soma Spirits
treats the existence of the World of
Sorrow as something that's
necessary.
While the versions of the people in
the World of Sorrow are clearly
unhappy, they're not suffering
either. In fact, if there is suffering,
that suffering also exists in the
World of Joy; the difference being
that the World of Sorrow is honest
about that suffering while the World
of Joy hides it. For instance,
Cardboard Bob of the Box World is
struggling at his job and wishes to
leave, but Joy!Bob keeps those
desires hidden. One of the main
reasons why Dissonance wants
Soma to completely embrace sorrow
is that it would be a world that isn't
ignorant of its problems, a world
that doesn't shove its issues under a
smile. While Dissonance does have ulterior motives, he does have a point in that a world of complete
happiness wouldn't be great.

It also helps that, in trying to make decisions that would lead to a happy world, that some of the decisions are questionable. In the case of an area threatened to be put under eternal winter, the correct answer is to let the person causing it be. Sure, it may screw up the ecosystem, but you'll be easing the sorrow of the person causing it, which I guess is reverse utilitarianism.
There are other differences between the worlds, aside from their ideals. Heart and Soul can hop between
the realms through doorways scattered throughout the dungeon they're exploring, the colorful and peppy
version of a realm with happy faces as decorations swapping out for a somber world with nothing but
frowns, and vice-versa. The map lay-outs change, often requiring a swap to another world to get past a
roadblock that existed in the other. The dialogue gets swapped too, peppy optimism and good-natured
jokes turning into snarky apathy.
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The biggest change though lies in the battle system. While there are the standard "Attack," "Defend,"
and "Item," commands, there are the "Power," "Support," and "Spirit" commands. Power moves are
offensive moves that directly affect enemies while Support moves are dedicated to assisting the party.
However, if a fight is started in the World of Joy, only Heart can use Power moves while Soul can only
use Support moves; the reverse is true if a fight is started in the World of Sorrow. Heart and Soul's
movesets are also different, having different supportive buffs through their Support menus and having
different elemental Power moves.
Aside from what Heart and Soul can do, the enemies also change depending on what world you're in.
Their appearances change between worlds and they may have different movesets and resistances. The
bosses? They definitely change, their form depending on whether you're choosing to relieve sorrow or
take joy from the dungeon's main character. These different bosses provide variety if you're trying to go
for another playthrough down a different path. The narrative of Soma's worlds is nicely tied into the
game's battle system and approaching enemies and fighting bosses requires a change in tactics on your
part.
I am mixed on the fact that you only control two characters, though. It does work thematically, but I
found having only two characters to be frustrating at times. As there are fewer targets for enemies to
gun for, it wouldn't be hard for the whole enemy team to focus down on one of them. God forbid that
only one character is alive and the enemy gets a move off and kills him before you can revive the other.
However, I have played another RPG Maker game, LISA: The Pointless, which also mainly follows two
characters and I think Soma Spirits handles it better than that game did by giving Heart and Soul a nice
variety of skills.
After you beat a boss, you either gain an orb of sorrow to make the world happier or an orb of joy to
make it sadder, depending on the route you took. There are multiple endings to the game dependent on
whether your overall orb count leans toward joy, sorrow, or neither. As the game's title suggests, going
a balanced route and getting three of each orb is the "true route," and was the route I went with for my
playthrough. After all, while the game does present merits to a world of joy and sorrow, a world
consisting solely of one of them is not the best.
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The art of the game is cute and simple, with different color palettes depending on the world. There isn't
really anything here that could be identified as default RPG Maker stuff - it's all original art by Torch60.
Always take a moment to appreciate RPG Maker games like this, where creators establish their own
look and style. That said, I'm not too into the visuals of the World of Sorrow. I mean, I guess it makes
sense thematically for everything to be grayscale and it creates a strong contrast to the World of Joy, but
it's just kinda boring.
Let's also take a moment to talk about the music of the game. The music is composed by Special Agent
Ape, bringing chiptunes and Banjo-Kazooie stylings to Soma Spirits. Areas, battles and cutscenes have
different music depending on whether you're in the Joy world or Sorrow world and the dungeon music
dynamically switches as you pass between worlds. The Joy related soundtracks, as you may expect, are
upbeat and peaceful, while the Sorrow tracks are heavier and somewhat more menacing. Personally, I
prefer the Joy versions of the cutscene music while I dig the Sorrow versions of the dungeon tracks; the
music for the last dungeon on the balanced route is also extremely good and pretty climactic.
I kinda expected that the game's soundtrack would be sold on the Steam store since it's original and all,
but it's not? I guess you can listen to the soundtrack at the composer's YouTube and SoundCloud. But
hey, if you want to give money to the composer, consider supporting their Patreon or commissioning
them.
Soma Spirits: Rebalance is a game that, I daresay, has a lot of heart and soul put into it. The writing is
fun, everything's cute and the battle system's nice. It's another one of those RPG Maker games on Steam
that's a pleasant surprise and I think it's something worth buying.

REFLECTION:
When there’s a conversation on “good RPG Maker games on Steam,” that conversation usually turns
to LISA or a remake of a horror game. I hope that by writing about this, I expanded someone’s
horizons.
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GRIST OF FLIES
Grist of Flies is a RPG Maker VX
Ace game, made for Indie Game
Making Contest 2015 by Razelle,
winner of the genre reward for
RPGs. The dead have been
brought back to life, aided by
unknown supernatural forces. In a
matter of hours, the world is
overrun, the only safe havens
lying in bunkers. In this RPG,
you play as a squad of survivors
wandering a city's underground
tunnels in search of one of them,
fighting monsters and meeting
more survivors on the way.

What makes Grist of Flies stand
out is how it handles the party
system. Instead of choosing four
characters out of your bunch of
misfits to handle fights as you'd
be expect, all of your characters
pitch in as squads. Each squad
consists of five people with
different roles: Leaders that buff
party members and restore EP
(aka this game's MP), Officers
that protect squads and debuff
enemies, Troopers that do
physical damage and inflict status
ailments, Scientists that act as this
game's mages and Doctors that
heal. Each character has
different affinities toward a role,
an A affinity rating being where they best fit and and have a full range of skills while having a C affinity gives no benefits. However, characters also grant different benefits for A or B rankings. In the image
above, Jasmine would ordinarily excel as a Trooper, but placing her as a Scientist would increase the
squad's overall power. It's an interesting system that gives room for experimentation.
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In combat, you can select any member of a squad and choose from their list of commands. Each squad
gets to take two moves, the second move always coming after the first, which gives you a lot of options
for a squad's turn. You can use the first move to have a Trooper use a special move and the second to
have the Leader immediately recover the spent EP; maybe debuff an enemy with an Officer and follow
up with an attack so you can get rid of an enemy as soon as possible. Buffs and debuffs are pretty
important, especially toward the late game, so make sure to make the most of them.
The game starts out kinda hard, mainly because you don't have a lot to work with. Towards the end of
the game, things are way easier if you've been diligently collecting survivors. The buff/debuff skills of
a certain two characters are actually just too damn good when paired together, so the main threat for me
toward the end of the game is managing the EP to get things done.
Although, you can argue that the game is easy in general. Running away from fights that aren't bosses
is a 100% guarantee and level ups mainly contribute to increasing HP, so there's arguably not that
much incentive to fighting enemies. Maybe you could like, I don't know, speedrun through this. At the
very least though, it makes for a welcoming RPG.
On the subject of the game's story, it's kinda simple. You spend the game trying to reach a military
bunker as this vague apocalypse goes on and nothing's elaborated on said apocalypse. Some interesting
things pop up, though they come off as sequel hooks more than anything.
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I also feel that characters beyond your
initial batch don't get a lot of attention
outside of their initial scenes and the
occasional after-battle quip. Recruiting
them also pretty much amounts to
going to a side-area in the tunnels,
having a brief talk to them and there
you go, they're rolling with you now; I
felt that the game should at least make
you work for their recruitment, like
giving miniboss fights or whatever. It's
not too interesting and there isn't much
to get invested in. I honestly feel that
this is a consequence of the game being
made in a one-month time limit. At the
very least, I like the character designs.
Speaking of that, I generally like the art
of the game. The sprites for the
characters are cute and I like the tilesets
used for the game. The spotlight effect
on your character while you're moving
through the tunnels also makes it feel
kinda claustrophobic. Combined with
the clutter and blood put all over these
maps, it kinda gives this grimy vibe,
which I dig. The enemy designs are also
pretty nice, though you could argue that
some of them come off as too cutesy for
the setting.
Your tunnel crawling adventures and
fights with dark beings is accompanied
by music from a band called Black
Math. Being a darkwave band, their
music fits the game's atmosphere, as
Grist of Flies borrows a bunch from
horror aesthetics but isn't itself a horror
game. I'm not sure about the lyrical
parts of the soundtrack, but I mean, it's
more fitting of the game's atmosphere
than, say, peppy j-pop styled tracks. I
wasn't sure what to make of the soundtrack at first, but it really ended up
growing on me.
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Grist of Flies is a neat game with an interesting systems, though it's somewhat easy and the story isn't
as engaging as it could be. So, will Razelle ever work on the game some more? The game ends off on a
sequel hook, so he has to be working on a sequel, right? Well, if Razelle's RPG Maker forum post history is any indication, he's been gone since 2015, so I guess this is all we get. It took me about an hour
and a half to play through, but, I didn't run away from any of the fights either, so playtime could vary.

REFLECTION:
A year later, Razelle is still unaccounted for, so this is definitely all we’re going to get.

Since writing this, I learned that much of the game’s graphics (or the characters and environments, at
the very least) were part of the POP! Horror City pre-made packs. There’s nothing wrong with using
pre-made assets though, I’m not one of those gamer reactionaries that hollers about asset flips or
whatever. What matters is the end product and if using pre-made stuff brings the game closer to
being a good end product, more power to them.
Also. I actually still listen to Black Math’s High Dive, which is Grist of Flies’ boss theme. This song
is an actual banger, ya’ll.
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TANTIBUS

You likely have no idea what this game is
based on the title screen alone. However, I do
feel that it's reflective of the strange stuff in
the game. This game is Tantibus, a short game
made in RPG Maker VX Ace by Beanallean
and it's another one of those Earthbound
inspired games out there.
You play as a fellow named Oskar, awakening
in their town of Cobble's Key. The game's
aesthetic is quickly apparent, simple drawings
of neon light making up everyone and
everything. It's kinda reminiscent of ZX
Spectrum games, I suppose. As a neon light
drawing, your save points are lightbulbs
scattered around the place; your healing items
are also light-themed, presumably
rejuvenating your light.
So, what is Oskar's quest? What are they up to?
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Those questions leads me into my biggest problem with Tantibus: the story, or, the lack thereof. There
isn't any apparent goal or a main overarching story. You're pretty much drifting from place to place
with no real motivation. The towns in the game are suffering from separate problems, but these
problems genuinely don't seem to be connected in any way. The game is pretty much about Oskar
wandering around and fixing things that happens to be in their way. You meet up with some party
members, but their reasoning for joining is really flimsy; Oskar is also pretty much quiet for much of
the game, so there isn't any real attempt at characterization either.
At the very least, NPC dialogue is fun. A lot of NPCs have the weird, jokey dialogue that you'd come
to expect from Earthbound-likes. Some NPCs babble lore that's relevant to what you're supposed to
do in the area to keep on going through your quest of aimless wandering, which I suppose is the
closest thing to a story arc you'll get. Some of them like to talk about how weird the game is and like,
buddy, I get it, whatever.
I remember seeing some tweet a while ago about Earthbound-likes that's among the lines of
complaining that a lot of them only remember Earthbound for its wackiness and not the themes and
narrative connected to it and that's something that I agree with. I will say that Tantibus is very much
one of those games. Its writing succeeds in the weirdness and wackiness department but forgets the
sense of adventure and anything meaningful. The lack of an actual long-term goal also robs the game
of a sense of accomplishment, which isn't helped by the game's actual conclusion.
The battle system is pretty much the standard RPG Maker system.
Oskar is a straight attacker, Isis can heal, Quart has skills that can
hit multiple times. Zen in the meantime has a strange assortment of
skills, like a skill that puts their health at 1 but makes them
immortal for a few turns and one where they strike everyone in the
party but gives them health and energy regeneration. Their skills are
bizarre and makes them unique, but it makes everyone else look
boring in comparison. As for the fighting, well, the game's pretty
easy. At no point was I ever pressured to buy anything that wasn't
equipment. Even with Zen's strange skill set, fighting is just kinda
bland; though, in fairness, I played this after Soma Spirits and Grist
of Flies, which had pretty unique systems, so I'm biased.
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You only get money (which in this game is Salt, for some fucking reason) and items from fights.
Level ups are instead done by picking up "___ Knowledge" items which levels up the corresponding
character. The Knowledges are things that you have to find lying around the game's world, which
encourages exploration, which is neat, I guess. Level ups give new skills but not any stat gains, which
you get from buying equipment. It's an odd system of progression, but I actually think it’s neat.

Tantibus' soundtrack is from a bunch of sources, mainly snoballandthmonyshot (which is misspelled
in the credits, by the way), who's a musician on... Newgrounds. Never expected to go back there,
much less for the site's audio section, while writing this. Anyway, the music used in the game's nice
electric stuff with a lot of jazz mixed in that gave the game a pretty chill vibe. I can honestly say that
the music selection is the game's strongest suit, as it has no complaints from me.
Tantibus is a free game and it only took me about an hour to complete, but it's one of those rare games
on this blog that I have to give a pass on. I dig the soundtrack and some of the dialogue's fun, but it's
just not very satisfying, especially as a proclaimed Earthbound-like. Please, people that are making
Earthbound-likes, please remember to have an actual story and that Earthbound was way more than a
funny joke game.

REFLECTION:
I know I previously said that I’m more critical of games I have to pay for, but when you say you have an
Earthbound inspired world, you get me hooked in and it better deliver on that, but alas, it didn’t.
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MOOG MEMORIES
This and the next few sections are on games from Xavier Ekkel’s Music Game Jam, a rhythm game
focused game jam that ran from September 22-25 in 2017.

Moog Memories is a sort of tribute game to the late musician, Jean-Jacques Perrey, made by Itooh. It's
an interactive song that you can change, adding sound effects to it and the like.
Moog Memories kinda reminded me of stuff like MyNoise, those background music things that you can
adjust to create your own relaxing tune while you do stuff. While the game stopped playing in the
browser if I went to another tab, I could spend time in another program while Moog Memories ran in
Chrome. I did some work on my Twine on the "Orbit" segment with the third and fourth effects running
and the diamond effect on at its lowest setting. Felt very ethereal and relaxing. Can definitely see this as
a tool to work to like MyNoise.
On a sidenote, I want to thank Itooh for introducing me to Jean-Jacques Perrey, his stuff is pretty dope.
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HECK-O-SPHERE
Heck-o-Sphere is brought to you
by WVUGame Developers, a
simple game where you rotate
shields around a pulsating
rainbow orb to protect it from
rainbow projectiles. As
everything is flashy and colorful,
it's hard to miss the projectiles
against the black space. The
projectiles initially fly straight
toward you, but then the song
starts going hard and they start to
take spiraling paths toward the
orb, which is harder to predict.
Then the song loops and
everything's normal, you continually trying to protect this sphere to build up as much points as possible
before the inevitable failure.
It's just sort of an okay game. I kinda wish that there was more to it. That said, the song used for the
game is kinda lit, so I dig that.

JAMBOX
hankboozle gives us a music space to play
around in with Jambox. For whatever
reason, you're trapped in a room. I guess
whatever put you in there doesn't want
you to get bored, because there's a bunch
of musical stuff you can play around with.
You can click on the piano keys that make
up some of the walls, turn on background
tracks and change their key depending on
what part of the room you're standing in.
Make the most out of your confinement
and jam out. It's simple, but it may be fun
to play around in if you're musically
inclined.
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PIXEL JAM BAND DEFENSE
This game, by Chase of
Bass, is a music based
tower defense game,
where you attract
passersby to your band's
sweet gig. You place
down instruments on
your musical track,
dictating when your band
plays and release their
musical bullets to entice
fans, buying amps to
give more reach to your
non-drummer members.
Leveling up a member of your band allows you to place a different variant of their instrument down on
the track, which makes a different sound and different bullet. You can thus get more creative with your
song as you get stronger. I mean, you could always just cheap the game out and have all instruments
playing for every single beat, but where's the fun in that?
I guess my biggest issue is that your band's groove is too strong for these people, as they're too easily
swayed by your beats to make this an effective tower defense game. As a music game though, it's pretty
neat and a musical tower defense game is honestly a sweet idea that's rad to see, even if it's not exactly
perfect. I'd really like to see a refined version of this game in the future!

OPEN SOURCE
Open Source is a hacking-themed game
from plasmastarfish, where you write
code and input it to the beat of the music.
Oh, don't worry about having to write
actual code. Code gets typed in when you
press any keyboard key, so you just have
to worry about having a complete line of
code is done to enter in when the circle
lines up.
It just sounds like button mashing and
pressing enter, which it is, but it's actually
harder than it sounds. Especially if your only experience with code is your spaghetti GameMaker
Studio mess and you can't tell if a line of code is actually complete to be input. It's a good time and the
music is pretty groovy.
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JUKE SYNTHESIA

Juke Synesthesia is a sweet bullet hell game made by @Deaymon and @pengwndude. I guess
you're a sort of speck on a speaker, dodging the sound emitted by it, bullet patterns in-sync with the
music. You start out dodging simple purple beams played out by the bass, but as more instruments
get added to the song, more bullet patterns are added on top. The game's initially easy, but as the
song starts going hard, so too does the amount of bullets sprayed at you.
The art is nice and clean, music's damn sweet and it feels nice to play. I can honestly say that this is
my favorite game out of the bunch.

REFLECTION:
I actually still have Juke Synesthesia downloaded and gave it another play and it still rules. I really
should play more rhythm games for this site, even though I usually suck ass at them.
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HOW NOT TO HANDLE
CRITICISM: FEATURING JOHN
CLOWDER
(Background uses a Middens screenshot from Game Jolt instead of one I took myself.)
This article is on something practical. This is intended to be game dev advice from one amateur, but
really, this is applicable to anybody that makes things for people to consume.
This post is going to be about taking criticism, more specifically, a post on how not to handle it.
Sometimes it's hard to listen to criticism, but it's something that we have to face. But you know, it could
be hard to take criticism with grace. How do we learn not to freak out toward criticism? I say that the
best way to do that is to look at an example of somebody flipping out, so that we may look upon them
and think, "jeez it'd suck to be like that guy."
Our example will be John Clowder, also known as myformerselves and revolverwinds, creator of the
cult RPG Maker games, Middens and Gingiva. He is also somebody that didn't handle one negative review very well. Middens is a game that's well-regarded, having mostly positive responses. However, one
fellow on rpgmaker.net, NTC3, dared to give it a mostly negative review.

Middens had great promise, but as a finished product, it
serves only as a proof of two truisms. Firstly, it shows that
RPGMaker is fully capable of processing great graphics and
animations if you have the skill to make them. Secondly, it
again shows that if your put effort into a game, you can
overcome anything but your own misplaced priorities.
- NTC3, who dared to rate Middens 2/5 stars

Say what you will about the review, but it's Clowder's reaction to it and what we should take away from
that reaction that's important:
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Rule 1: Don't immediately argue with a reviewer over their negative points.
This is the first reply in what is probably the greatest review thread on the rpgmaker site and Clowder is
already on the defensive. There isn't any consideration for the reviewer's negative points on Middens or
any reflection on the positives, Clowder just goes in there. To me, getting argumentative immediately
characterizes somebody to be hard-headed and unaccepting of criticism. It's not a good look.
There's also another take-away, with the whole "assessing those that create when you do not is ignorance"
bit:

Rule 2: Don't say something along the lines of, "if you can't make it, don't criticize
it."
In fairness, you get a bit of perspective if you've spent time in someone else's shoes. Like hey, people that
accuse game developers of being lazy is an actual problem and maybe if they understood how much time
and effort is put into something, this attitude would be less prevalent. Trying to work on my own stuff
certainly has given me more appreciation for people that make games.
But the thing is, even if somebody doesn't work on games, that doesn't mean that their points aren't valid.
You can think a song is good without being a musician or a professional music critic, you can find a tv
show enjoyable without ever having worked on content like that. What exactly is your audience, if you
expect your critics to be game developers on your level? Heck, game dev friends might actually hold you
to higher standards, so criticism from your average player may be preferable. Appreciate those reviews
and listen to them.
Also to note, this point of view would mean that any positive reviews of a game by somebody that's never
made one should also be ruled as irrelevant. But, nobody ever parrots this idea if the consensus is positive;
NTC3 points this out amidst Clowder's rantings, as the rest of the reviews for Middens are positive, but
Clowder never even said a thing toward those reviews - not even a simple thanks. So hey, don't say that a
person's opinion is completely invalid if they're not in your shoes, because everybody knows that it's only
used against negative criticism and is a sign that you can't handle it.
And so, NTC3 tries to justify his points in the face of hard-headedness, but it just prompted another
response:
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Rule 3: Don't angrily accuse people of "not getting it."
To be fair, people sometimes miss the underlying messages in games. Heck, sometimes people could
miss the explicit messages too, just take a look at Metal Gear Solid fans that think war is badass. But
here, Clowder shows attitude as he argues the meaning of his game. Combined with his previous
hostility, it's less like Clowder is explaining what was missed but it feels more like him calling the
reviewer an idiot for not seeing his vision. Throughout the thread, Clowder just keeps contending that
NTC3 "just doesn't get it" refusing to consider that, "hey, maybe I am the problem."

So hey, if somebody doesn't quite get your work, maybe stop to understand why they don't understand. If
they don't get the themes of your work, maybe your execution is vague. Maybe they're not the intended
audience? At the very least, don't be like John Clowder.
(Also, as a sidenote: Claiming that somebody doesn't understand your vision kinda doesn't help
accusations of pretentiousness.)
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But that's not all. As this argument went on, other rpgmaker.net users joined in on the thread, usually
taking up NTC3's side of the "debate." A user going by Fidchell tells him to get off his high horse and
while they were a bit rude about it, it really didn't justify the response:

Rule 4: Please don't do this.
Holy fucking shit, you shouldn't talk to people like this. Like it's one thing to be hard-headed, but it's
another thing to treat somebody like this. Yeah, it was a bit rude, but this person wasn't being a piece of
shit. This wasn't quite a death threat, which is why I imagine that Clowder wasn't just flat-out banned from
this site, but it's still such a lousy thing to say to somebody. Seriously, if you talk to somebody like this for
the crime of not liking your game very much, you're probably not going to get a lot of respect from circles
and in all honesty, serves you right.
So, look at the ramblings of John Clowder and please resolve to not be like that. Besides, that guy is
actually awful beyond his handling of criticism and shouldn’t be allowed in game spaces, so fuck him
anyway. Criticism is (or at least, should be) a healthy thing that helps people improve. We gotta know what
we're doing right, but we also need to know what we may be doing wrong and try to fix that to make
games that more people can enjoy. It can be frustrating, but please understand and please don't be an
asshole about it.
REFLECTION:
This is by far the most read thing on Indie Hell Zone. It surprisingly still draws some readers every so
often, presumably people looking up John Clowder’s works. What I most regret though is when
somebody posted it on r/cringeanarchy. Like look, I think John Clowder deserves to be raked through the
coals, but I prefer it be by the right crowd of people.
Here’s a fun fact about this article, though. I posted it on September 29th. And it just so happened that
Clowder finally released his commercial game, Where They Cremate the Roadkill, on the very same day.
I literally had no idea it released until I saw somebody talk about it on Twitter, so I ended up roasting this
asshole on his special day by complete accident.
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Thank you for reading this, if you cared enough
to get to the end!
If you’re interested in reading more stuff,
consider checking out Indie Hell Zone to read
more recent stuff!
Also, please check out my own games, so that
you may see that I’m unqualified to write about
other people’s games.
Indie Hell Zone
Itch.io
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